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 www.AccessDiscounts.us - a leading supplier of commercial 
lighting, residential lighting and grow lights, today announced the newest 
inventory of energy saving lights including compact fluorescent hi bay 
fixtures that provide environmentally conscious lighting customers more 
options in green lighting solutions. 

The line of acrylic lights are not only eco-friendly, but provide significant 
savings for customers from an economic standpoint. The compact fluorescent 
fixtures are listed for damp locations and warehouse facilities, commercial 
buildings, manufacturing plants, shipping and receiving areas and storage 
facilities. 

With it's up-light components, the 22" acrylic CFL high bay fixture is UL listed 
and the reflector has a 92.5 total luminaries efficiency, which is ideal for light 
colored ceilings. The overall height is 22.3" with a 15.07 ballast housing 
offering substantial light at lower energy savings costs. 

The use of commercial lighting fixtures such as the acrylic high bay fixtures 
provides brighter and lighter solutions that are conducive to the green 
movement. 

Access Discounts offers low cost solutions for commercial lighting solutions 
that address lighting as well as lower energy costs. Providing 100% American 
made commercial lighting products guaranteed to be of the highest quality, 
Access Discounts aims to provide customers efficient, effective and quality 
commercial and residential lighting solutions.  



 
Ideal for commercial, the 22" acrylic CFL high bay fluorescent light fixtures 
bring value not only in the form of green lighting and energy efficient 
savings, but the cost in comparison to alternative lighting solutions is a 
substantial benefit as well. Customers can experience significant savings on 
commercial lights including high bay aluminum lights, low bay lights as well 
as wall packs designed for residential or commercial exteriors, entry ways, 
stairways, parking garages, or storage areas. 

"With the economic slow down and soaring energy costs happening today, it 
is crucial for organizations to offset costs wherever possible. With the instant 
savings offered by Access Discounts businesses and consumers can leverage 
the site-wide cost savings and add value all the while minimizing the costs 
associated with rising energy costs," stated Christina Roush, spokesperson 
for Access Discounts. 

By offering precision engineered products meeting ETL, UL & CUL standards, 
the company brings the very best in energy efficient lighting solutions to 
market while passing savings on to their customers. Customers can take 
advantage of Access Discounts' price breaks and implement power saving 
and cost saving solutions with minimal investment. For more information on 
commercial lights on sale, please 
visithttp://www.accessdiscounts.us/commercial-lights.html 

About Access Discounts 
AccessDiscounts.us provides a wide selection of grow lights, residential 
lighting andcommercial lighting of the highest quality. Leveraging the close 
relationships developed with top lighting manufacturers, Access Discounts is 
able to provide the very best in lighting solutions at affordable prices. As a 
leading supplier of lighting fixtures for horticultural lighting, indoor and 
outdoor lighting, Access Discounts strives to bring quality lighting to 
customers nationwide. Founded in 2002 with headquarters in Milpitas, CA 
AccessDiscounts.us offers lights, lighting fixtures and accessories for 
residential, commercial and horticulture lighting needs. For more information, 
please visithttp://www.AccessDiscounts.us. 
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